Automatic image captioning has improved significantly in the last few years, but the problem is far from being solved. Furthermore, while the standard automatic metrics, such as CIDEr and SPICE (Vedantam et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2016) , can be used for model selection, they cannot be used at inferencetime given a previously unseen image since they require ground-truth references. In this paper, we focus on the related problem called Quality Estimation (QE) of image-captions. In contrast to automatic metrics, QE attempts to model caption quality without relying on ground-truth references. It can thus be applied as a second-pass model (after caption generation) to estimate the quality of captions even for previously unseen images. We conduct a large-scale human evaluation experiment, in which we collect a new dataset of more than 600k ratings of image-caption pairs. Using this dataset, we design and experiment with several QE modeling approaches and provide an analysis of their performance. Our results show that QE is feasible for image captioning.
Introduction
Image captioning technology produces automatic image descriptions in natural language (at sentence or paragraph level), with the goal of being consumed by end-users that may not be able to directly access images. This need arises either because the user has a permanent condition (accessibility for visually impaired people), or due to a temporary situation where the user cannot use the visual modality (such as limited bandwidth, or smart voice-assistant). In any of these situations, exposing the end-users to a generated caption that is incorrect negatively impacts user-trust, as it can have undesirable consequences on how they act next (e.g., how they comment on a social-media site based on their misguided understanding).
In this paper, we propose to mitigate this issue through Quality-Estimation (QE) of image captions. That is, we propose to automatically compute a quality estimation score QE(image, caption) for a generated caption and use it as a means to control the quality of captions presented to the user. For example, by simply thresholding the score, high scoring captions will be presented to the end-users, while low scoring ones will not, thereby minimizing their potential negative effects. In contrast to automatic metrics for image captioning (Vedantam et al., 2015; Anderson et al., 2016) , QE does not rely on groundtruth labels to arrive at a quality estimate, and can be applied as a second-pass model (after caption generation) to arbitrary images at serving time.
We emphasize three important aspects about the QE task. First, we define the problem of quality estimation as producing an estimate not from the generation model's view-point, but from a human evaluator's view-point. In other words, we are interested in learning a model QE(image, caption) for the function QE * (image, caption) reflecting some human judgment(s) of how well caption describes image. This is in similar vein as the QE approach for the Machine Translation task (Specia et al., 2019) , where the QE estimate learns the minimum distance (in terms of post-editing operations) to a human-authored translation reference as defined by the HTER (Snover et al., 2006; Specia and Farzindar, 2010) metric. The modeling of the human judgments on caption quality becomes possible as a result of a consistent need to perform human evaluations on image captioning outputs that can reliably guide modeling decisions and model selection ("is image-captioning Model A better than Model B?"). This need itself arises from the struggle of current image-captioning automatic metrics, such as ROUGE (Lin and Och, 2004) , METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) , CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015) and SPICE (Anderson et al., 2016) , to correctly and robustly measure caption similarity, see (Kilickaya et al., 2017) , or correctly identify modeling advances, see Sharma et al. (2018) ; Zhao et al. (2019) . We have therefore commissioned human evaluations of captions generated by various image-captioning models over 16,000 unique Open Image Dataset (Kuznetsova et al., 2018) images, for a total of 55,000 unique image, caption pairs, over which we have collected close to 600,000 human judgments. We make this data publicly available 1 , and provide extensive details in Section 3.
Second, from a model view-point, the problem of quality estimation modeling (commonly referred to as model confidence) for structured outputs is non-trivial compared to the similar problem for single-point prediction (e.g., classification). For instance, for a single atomic label used for image classification, a model-view quality estimate for predicting label is often simply the model conditional probability, P (label|image). In contrast, structured-prediction offers several possible candidates for representing model confidence: an aggregate over the conditional probabilities at each decision point; the sequence of such label probabilities; the sequence of full conditional probability distributions at each decision point, etc.
Third, the complexity of structured outputs for a vision-and-language task like image captioning -as it relates natural images to natural-languagebased descriptions -implies there is a potential to leverage measures of compatibility between an image and a description. This can be achieved using pretrained representations for both images and text, learned outside the caption-generation model's view-point. Put differently, this paper also explores improving QE by means of transfer learning from pretrained models.
In summary, our contributions are as follows: 1. We release a dataset of approximately 65k human rated image-caption pairs (English only), obtained by collecting more than 600k human ratings in total. 2. By analyzing the collected ratings, we determine that they encode a stable signal of caption quality. 3. We present and analyze various QE model architectures, including both model-view esti-mation (confidence for structured prediction) and transfer-learning approaches.
Related Work
There has been a lot of attention to the problem of Quality Estimation for structured prediction in the Machine Translation (MT) field, where this problem has been studied for almost a decade, from the early work based on feature engineering (Specia et al., 2009; Soricut and Echihabi, 2010) , to more recent neural-network-based approaches (Kreutzer et al., 2015; Kim and Lee, 2016; Kim et al., 2017) . The QE track at the WMT conference (Specia et al., 2019) has been running for several years, with multiple participants and notable improvements in model performance over the years. However, there are also significant difference in the formulation of the two problems, most notably the fact that the MT formulation is uni-modal (text-only alignment), and therefore it lends itself to feature-engineering that exploits this aspect (Specia et al., 2013; Kreutzer et al., 2015; Martins et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018 ). In contrast, QE for Image Captioning is a multi-modal problem (image-and-text alignment), and therefore better suited to approaches based primarily on deep feature representation and integration. In particular, we show in this paper that our approach to QE for image captioning benefits from transfer learning, as it relates to the ability to exploit both image feature representations and text representations trained for different, unrelated tasks. Recently, Madhyastha et al. (2019) achieve further progress on evaluation metrics for image captioning. They propose VIFIDEL, a learned similarity function between the candidate description and object labels detected in the image. Their similarity function assigns higher weights to object labels that appear frequently in reference captions. Interestingly, VIFIDEL with no references at all correlates with human judgment almost as well as single reference BLEU or ROUGE.
Besides the work on quality estimation modeling, the issue of effectively using quality estimators to improve the accessibility use-case for blind or visually impaired people (BVIPs) has been previously studied (MacLeod et al., 2017) . The main question of their study is how to best inform the BVIP user about the uncertainty around the generated captions, experimenting with framing the captions using phrases like "Im not really sure but I think its $CAPTION" or "Im 98% sure thats $CAPTION". The findings are relevant in that BVIPs have difficulties calibrating themselves into trusting or distrusting $CAPTION, mostly because there is no alternative form of reference for the image content. Therefore, if the caption provided to them (even accompanied by "Im not really sure but ...") is in dissonance with the rest of the context (as it may be available in text form, e.g. as part of a tweet thread as in the abovecited study), they tend to resolve this dissonance not by believing that the caption is wrong, but by constructing scenarios or explanations that would somehow connect the two sources of information.
A Caption-Quality Dataset
A key contribution of this paper is the CaptionQuality dataset, a collection of human judgments on the quality of machine-generated captions over a large set of images. Below, we describe the models used for caption generation and the rating collection process with which we collect approximately 600,000 ratings from unpaid internet users. We further provide an analysis of the ratings, which shows that they contain a consistent signal about the quality of the captions.
Caption Generation Models
To generate a diverse set of captions, we train several variants of a Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017 ) image-captioning model on the Conceptual Captions dataset (Sharma et al., 2018) , which consists of 3.3M training and ∼15,000 validation images-caption pairs. As the authors report, captions generated by models trained on Conceptual Captions are strongly favored over those generated by COCO-trained models (Lin et al., 2014) .
All of the models are trained to minimize the ground-truth caption perplexity; however, they differ on three important aspects (which contributes to caption diversity) -the image feature extraction model, the number of object detection results they use, and the caption decoding proce- dure. We discuss these differences below; for further details, see the model descriptions by Sharma et al. (2018) ; Changpinyo et al. (2019) .
Global Image Representation Our captioning models use one of the following pretrained image encoders: (1) The Inception-ResNet-v2 model (Szegedy et al., 2016) , (2) The Picturebook image encoder (Kiros et al., 2018) , or, (3) The Graph-RISE model (Juan et al., 2019) , a ResNet-101 model (He et al., 2016) trained for an image classification task at ultra-fine granularity levels.
Object Representations The identification of objects in an image is done using a Faster R-CNN model, training it to predict both 1,600 object and 400 attribute labels in Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017) , following the standard setting from Anderson et al. (2018) . In terms of featurization for the identified bounding boxes, we use a ResNet-101 model that can be pre-trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) or pre-trained using the Graph-RISE model (Juan et al., 2019) .
Object Labels In addition to object-level representations, we detect object labels over the entire image, using a ResNet object-detection classifier trained on the JFT dataset (Hinton et al., 2015) . The classifier produces a list of detected objectlabel identifiers, sorting in decreasing order by the classifier's confidence score. These identifiers are then mapped to embeddings o j using an objectlabel embedding layer which is pre-trained to predict label co-occurrences in web documents using a word2vec approach (Mikolov et al., 2013) .
Decoding We used either greedy decoding or beam search with beam width 5.
Human Evaluation Setup
Our goal with this evaluation is to efficiently obtain caption quality judgments on a large scale.
To do that, we leverage Google's crowdsourcing platform 2 , on which we present (image, caption) pairs and ask raters a simple binary question: "Is this a good caption for the image?". Raters could then select YES/NO, or skip to the next sample (SKIP) (see Fig. 1 ). We collect 10 ratings per image/caption pair, some of which could be SKIP. Note that we intentionally do not provide an interpretation of the question prompt, such as an explicit definition of a good caption. In fact, we use the interpretation variability to provide a signal for caption quality: a caption that gets 9/10 YES answers is likely better than one that gets 5/10 YES, which in turn is better than one that gets 0/10.
For images, we use the Open Images Dataset (OID) (Kuznetsova et al., 2018) . We first randomly subsample 16,000 images and then, for legal and privacy concerns, filter out those which contain faces 3 . We then generate captions over the remaining images using the various imagecaptioning modeling options described above.
The human-provided results are processed further by: (1) filtering out (image, caption) entries that received more than 2 SKIP ratings, and (2) averaging the 8 to 10 ratings r i for each of the remaining (image, caption) pairs, and rounding to the closest score y in {0, 1 8 , . . . , 7 8 , 1}, using the equation y = round(mean(r i ) * 8)/8. The resulting dataset, which we call the Caption-Quality v1.0 dataset, is then split into three image-disjoint subsets, used for train, dev and test purposes in the experiments presented in Section 5.1.
We provide statistics for these subsets in Table 1 as well as human rating histograms in Figure 2 . Table 2 further shows a small sample of rated image captions taken from the dev set.
Ratings Stability
As described above, in our human evaluations the interpretation of what a "good caption" means is left up to the raters. To verify the stability of this underspecified interpretation, we study the degree of agreement between different sets of 10 raters on the resulting averaged ratings y. To that end, we exploit the fact that similarly trained image- captioning models often generate identical captions for the same image. For instance, two of our models, evaluated 4 weeks apart, generated identical captions for 509 images. Analyzing the difference 4 of scores (y 1 − y 2 ) over these image/caption pairs gives a mean=0.015 and std=0.212. Figure 3 provides a histogram of score differences (y 1 − y 2 ), and clearly shows a concentration of the difference about 0. Repeating this analysis across other model pairs reveals similar statistics.
In conclusion, even though the question description is underspecified, a statistical analysis shows that collecting 10 such ratings yields repeatable results, with well-concentrated sample-level human scores. 4 The evaluation platform is set up such that it is almost guaranteed that the ratings were provided by different subsets of raters. Table 2 : Samples from the Caption-Quality dataset dev set. Each image is shown with up to 3 automatically generated captions and their corresponding average human ratings. Note that repeating captions were likely rated by a different set of raters and tend to have similar scores (see Figure 3) .
Models 4.1 Confidence-based Features QE Model
We first look at the quality estimation problem from a caption generation model's view-point (a.k.a., confidence modeling). The basic idea is to integrate an image-captioning model M as a submodule within the QE model, and expose the uncertainty behind all its decoding decisions as features for quality estimation. An instance of this approach, in the context of quality estimation for machine translation, is the predictor-estimator framework (Kim and Lee, 2016; Kim et al., 2017) .
Specifically, a single-scalar confidence p(c|input) is insufficient to capture the uncertainty behind a structured-output prediction c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ). Instead, one can use the full sequence L = [l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l n ] of unnormalized conditional probability distributions (or rather, the logits) as provided by a caption generation model M , where l i ∈ R |V | denotes the logit values at decoding step i, and |V | denotes the size of the model vocabulary. Note that this sequence of logits is force-decoded against the sequence c, in the sense each that l i is generated by M given the prefix c 1 , . . . , c i−1 . Figure 4 : Confidence-based features QE model: Using a pre-trained image-captioning submodule M , the QE model first extracts confidence based features such as the sequence of logits l i and output log probabilities log p i . These sequences are encoded into a fixed length vector using a stack of LSTMs. This vector along with other sequence properties such as the sum of output log probabilities and the length of the output sequence are fed into a dense layer with sigmoid activation to produce a QE score. (best viewed in color)
Forced-decoding
We apply a stack-LSTM (Dyer et al., 2015) onto L and concatentate its final states and outputs to produce a fixed-sized vector. This fixed-sized vector is then passed to a dense layer with a sigmoid activation unit, to produce the final qualityestimation predictionŷ ∈ [0, 1]. This model architecture is presented in Figure 4 .
In practice, we set M to our best imagecaptioning model (as determined by human evaluation), which uses Graph-RISE image features and 13 object-label features. We then experiment with four types of model-confidence features:
• logits -the features L, as described above.
• seqlogp -the sequence of values log p 1 , log p 2 , . . . , log p n , where p i = (Sof tM ax(l i )) c i provides the model estimate for P (c i |image, c 1 , c 2 , ..., c i−1 ).
• sumlogpn i=1 log p i , which is M 's scalar confidence for the sample.
• seqlen -the number of tokens in caption c. In Section 5, We report results corresponding to the best single feature and feature combination.
A Bilinear QE Model using Generation-independent Features
The second class of models we describe here is based on features that are independent of the image-captioning model. Here, in order to arrive at a model estimate QE(image, caption), we use features that (a) directly represent the input image and encode our ability to understand what the image is about, and (b) directly represent the input caption and encode our ability to understand what the caption is about. The goal of the model is to learn to transform these representations into an estimate that reflects how well caption represents the (salient aspects of the) image content. Specifically, one likely shortcoming of the confidence-feature based QE model lies in its weak power to represent the caption. This weakness originates from the generation model itself -being an auto-regressive decoder, it only has access to its prefix as context. However, the Generation-independent Bilinear QE model is free to exploit text encoders that consider the entire caption as a whole, and moreover, offer an opportunity for transfer learning using pretrained sentence encoders that are trained for different language understanding tasks.
Pretrained Input features
Below, we describe the Generation-independent Bilinear QE model's image and text input features.
Global Image Embedding For a global representation of the image, we used the latest Graph-RISE model version (Juan et al., 2019) . which provides the ability to achieve transfer learning for our task with respect to image representation. This model produces a compact image embedding i of dimension D i = 64.
Object Labels Embeddings Objects present in the image (e.g. "woman", "flag", "laptop") can Figure 5: The Generation-independent Bilinear QE model: The model uses pre-trained image, caption and objectlabel embeddings. Each embedding pair is ultimately combined into a scalar using one of three bilinear layer, all of which are fed to a dense layer (DNN) with sigmoid activation to produce the QE score. (Best viewed in color) help assess the correctness and informativeness of a candidate caption, where the intuition is that the caption should probably mention the more salient objects. We use the object label model mentioned in Section 3.1, whose resulting sequence of em-
Caption Universal Sentence Embedding The caption is embedded using a pretrained version of the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al., 2018 ) into a D s = 512 dimensional vector s. The USE model itself was trained on vast amounts of English sources (Wikipedia, web news, discussion forums, etc.), and fine-tuned using supervised labels from the SNLI corpus (Bowman et al., 2015) . Previous findings (Conneau et al., 2017) report an improvement in transfer-learning performance as a result of this setup.
Given these features, the Bilinear QE model processes each individual feature using a dense layer with a leaky-ReLU activation (Xu et al., 2015) , and combines each of the resulting vector pairs using bilinear layers (see below). All bilinear outputs are concatenated and fed to a dense layer with sigmoid activation, to produce the quality estimationŷ. This model is illustrated in Figure 5 .
Bilinear Layers
A bilinear layer models the inner product of its two inputs after applying a linear transformation to the first. This layer is defined as:
where x ∈ R Dx and y ∈ R Dy are input features, and B ∈ R Dx×Dy is the learned parameter matrix. Linear and bias terms can be added by appending a constant 1 to both x and y. Our bilinear QE model uses three such parameter matrices: and sentence embedding s, capturing a fit between the entire image and the caption. These 2×|O|+1 bilinear outputs are concatenated and fed to a dense layer with a sigmoid activation to produce a quality estimation scoreŷ
A Combined Model
We combine the model-confidence features and bilinear model-independent features together into a single model by simply concatenating the outputs of the LSTM and bilinear layers. The combined outputs are fed to a dense layer with a sigmoid activation to produce the combined model's quality estimation scoreŷ.
Experimental Results
The quality-estimation models are trained on the Caption-Quality training set (Section 3). We use Mean Squared Error (M SE =
B j=1
1 N (y j − y j ) 2 ) as the loss function, whereŷ j are the predicted scores, y j the ground-truth human scores.
For optimization, we use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with batch size B = 256 and tune the learning rate lr ∈ {1e-4, 1e-5, 1e-6}. Dropout rate is set to 0.2, and applied to all trainable layers inputs. The pre-trained models are frozen during optimization: the imagecaptioning model M , the image encoder, the USE caption encoder, and the object-label encoder. The LSTM dimension×layers is tuned over {128, 256, 1024, 2048, 4096}×{1, 2, 3}. The Generation-independent Bilinear QE model is tuned over {0, 5, 10, 20} object-labels.
Model selection is done by picking the checkpoint that maximizes Spearman's correlation ρ S (y,ŷ) over the dev set. This selection criterion better matches the ultimate use of the QE model -at inference time, only images whose QE scores pass some threshold will be served. Since the threshold can be tuned, the absolute value of the predicted scoresŷ is not as important as obtaining a monotonic relationship between the predicted and ground truth scores. (We also note that, unfortunately, using ρ S as a loss function is not feasible due to non-differentiability).
Spearman's ρ Analysis
We present in Table 3 our dev and test Spearman results, based on selecting the best-performing model configurations over the dev set. Generally, the best confidence-based model and the best Generation-independent Bilinear QE model attain similar results on the dev set, and show similar generalization capabilities on the test set. We attribute the success of the confidence-based model to the fact that the image-captioning subcomponent was pretrained for the captioning task, and as such, the confidence features it produces capture well the uncertainty in the evaluated captions. On the other hand, we attribute the success of the bilinear model to transfer learning, as it relies on external representation power for the image and the caption features, both of which were obtained by pre-training over huge datasets (about two orders of magnitude larger compared to Conceptual Captions).
Among the confidence-based models, the one using all the features (logits+seqlogp+sumlogp+seqlen) outperforms the logits-only model. Possibly, the seqlogp+sumlogp+seqlen features provide a less noisy signal for optimization, as they are essentially low-dimensional summaries of the high-dimensional logits feature.
Among the bilinear model, although adding 20 object-label embeddings helped improve the dev set score (ρ S dev = 0.5), it did not translate to substantial gains on the test set.
Finally, as one may expect, the combined model leads to further gains on both the dev and test sets, increasing the Spearman scores to ρ S dev = 0.54 and ρ S test = 0.52. We attribute these gains to the fact that the two models are exposed to complementary features.
Conclusions
Human judgments regarding image caption quality are necessary to ensure correct decisions regarding modeling improvements. At the same time, discarding them after the correct decision is reached seems wasteful. In this work, we show that there exists a fruitful venue for making further use of these judgments, as supervised labels for caption quality estimation modeling.
Moreover, our fast&simple human evaluation, done using unpaid crowd-sourcing, were shown to contain enough signal to serve as supervision for learning QE models. We make available this large-scale dataset of human judgments to encourage further research in this area, and also provide a framework under which we discuss various QE models and evaluate their capabilities.
